Genealogy of Shaikh 'Uthmān b. Fudhayk and some scholars related to him c. 632

Note: The table is not complete; many scholars and companions of the Shaikh are not named with sufficient detail for definite identification.

GENEALOGY SHOWING SOME OF THE MARRIAGES IN THE FAMILY OF THE VIZIER GIDADO

The dotted line is used for the family of the Shaikh

Emir of Kano
Usman Danladi

Emir of Kano
Abdallahi

Shaikh 'Uthman

Emir of Zarla
Mindu

‘Ali Jede — Fatiha

Bello

Buhari

Ammu — GIDADO — Sahba

daughter = ABD AL-QADIR = Mariam

‘Abdullah

*Mhmed

Ali Baker

Yusuf

Zubayda

Muhammad Bukhari

Middles

Nafiha

Matarmiki

* Umma = IBRAHIM KHALILU

* (and marriage) = ABDULLAH BAYERO

\[1\] M. G. Smith, in Government in Zazzau, gives her name as Halima.
THE VIZIERS AND THEIR LEADING OFFICIALS 1817-1903

KEY: block capitals—Vizier; the dates refer to the term of office.
1. Dangaladima.
2. Sarkin fada.
3. Wali.